
2013.9.15 meeting memo 
Time：2013-09-15 Sunday 

Location：Room 571, Chemistry Building 
Moderator：Tina Zhang 
Recorder： Kaiyuan Ni 

The new semester will be start tomorrow morning so everybody must put full energy to 
our work. By the way, Yuzhe Li, Chun Tang and Fan Wu will clean the room 105 and help 
XMU-Software to clean out some dirty painted on the wall( They helped us to make a 
Teacher’s Day present for Prof. Baishan Fang and Prof. I-Son Ng ).The Key to the room 
105 should be give to Ruosang. 
Bo Shi should explain the train tickets. Yesterday he found that tickets of the train from 
Xiamen to Huizhou or East of Guangzhou had been sold out. So he thought that in 
order to make B plan he bought us tickets. 
Tina Zhang: Chun Tang and Xi xi should help us complete the journal plan in the next  
few days corperating with  
We won’t go to Hong Kang from East of Guangzhou because it takes more money. So 
everyone shouldn’t collect your tickets in advance. 
The frame of Wiki is almost done so we can put contents onto wiki. After this meeting 
Fan Wu should teach everyone how to do that. 
The students who are in the charge of PPT should do your work. And before 22st you all 
should make a PPT framework even if in Chinese. Xin Wu will give you severe critism. 
Our transformation is already done. And the characterization should include some 
other data. 
AHL arrives and Kaiyuan Ni and Mengna Tan should make a minute experimental plan 
to use AHL to do some testing experiments. 
The microfluidic chip has been used up so we have to prepare some . 
Whole experiments will be finished on 25th as expected.  
About Mascot: Mr.Fang fang 
1. It is easy to wear and must be made of recycling or used materials. 
2. Mengna Tan is not willing to wear it. Shengquan Zeng is reluctant to play the role of 

Mascot. What’s more, he can save the material~(You will understand if you see 
him…) 

3. What is environmental friendly? We think recycling material such as Plastic foam is 
not environmental friendly. What about shell of coconut or leaves? That sounds 
great but there’s less operability 

4. More details : Head -> kraft paper and carton;  Shoes-> paper ;  Suit-> silver  
paper.  

5. A very creative idea: we can make a Fangfang transformer! It can transform from 
Fangfang to E.coli, a car, or some synthetic creature. 


